
Aging 

Body 

Scan 

Have you ever wondered how old 
you really are or if your body is 
aging at a normal rate? Are you 
beginning to see wrinkles and fine 
lines on your face or other parts of 
your body? Maybe grey hairs al-
ready popping out? The truth is, 
you could be aging more quickly 
than others. When we're asked, 
"How old are you?", we always 
go by our calendar date. But what 
if that number is not as accurate 
as you think it is. New advances in 
technology have allowed us to 
evaluate different components of 
an individual to determine if stress, 
anxiety, over working, bearing chil-
dren or health issues are causing 
our body to age more quickly. 
Luckily, Dr. LaMar brings you his 
Aging Body Scan, a cost-effective 
way to determine your true biologi-
cal age based on thousands of 
clinical evaluations in just a few 
minutes with recommendations on 
how to improve your body's aging 
process. 

How Old Are 

We Really? 

Dr. LaMar’s Products Co., Inc. 
“The easiest way to better health 

and 

anti-aging & weight loss” 

 
Local: 620-343-8111 

Phone: 1-800-941-2889 
Website: www.drlamarsproducts.com 

Dr. LaMar’s Products Co., Inc. 

2800 West 6th Avenue 

Emporia, KS  66801 

Local: 620-343-8111 

Phone: 1-800-941-2889 

E-mail: drlamar@drlamarsproducts.com 

Call Dr. LaMar or his 
Clinical Assistant 

Manny Requenes at 
1-800-941-2889. We 
will get you started! 

Get started 
today! 

Call for 
appointment!  



Dr. LaMar Diltz, D.Th., N.D. and M.T. has over 20 years of clinical and 

hands-on experience with natural medicine, nutrition, weight loss, anti-

aging, organic foods and natural therapeutics. Dr. LaMar is widely 

respected in his fields for coupling together nutraceuticals with modern 

technology. Here at Dr. LaMar’s Products Co., Inc. we have a long 

history of excellence in products and customer service. We provide you 

with nutrition you need to live a long and healthy life in the 21st 

century.  

It is your body's age assessment that is conducted here 

in our offices. This test quantitatively examines your 

body via an ear clip sensor that monitors your heart rate 

during the test. In just a few minutes, over 1000 evalua-

tions are conducted to determine if your body is aging 

at a normal rate, to determine how old you really are, in 

a biological sense, as opposed to your calendar birth 

date.  

Why Should You Take The Aging 

Body Scan?  

Many people are rigorously working on their New 

Year resolutions that focus on weight loss, dieting 

and creating new healthy lifestyles. The Aging 

Body Scan gives the individual clinical information 

on how both external and internal factors are 

affecting their body's aging process and what 

recommendations can be made to improve an 

individual's current health improvement initiatives 

or point them on the right path to begin improving 

their body's health.  

With Dr. LaMar’s Aging Body Scan, these are 

clinical evaluations you can trust. Developed by 

scientists from around the world including the US, 

Russia and Japan, the Aging Body Scan is being 

used for education and research in dozens of 

universities including the Stanford School of 

Medicine, National Institute of Health and the 

University of Tokyo. These clinics normally 

charge up to $150 for a full body scan.  

Aging Body Scan & Obamacare 

(Affordable Care Act)  

With Obamacare now in full effect, you need to 

ask yourself, "How is this going to affect the 

health insurance cost for myself and my family?" 

Obamacare has begun to dramatically expand 

the ability of companies to penalize employees 

for lifestyle issues including being overweight or 

smoking, in the name of wellness incentives.  

Overweight and obese employees may now 

face difficult financial penalties of up to 30% of 

the cost of their health plan and up to 50% of 

the cost of their health plan if they smoke.  

Obamacare Is Not A Voluntary 

Regulation  

Employees are now forced to lose weight and 

live a healthier lifestyle or face financial 

penalties.  

Those with BMI's of over 30 will pay a minimum 

additional $100 per month for their health 

insurance whereas those with a BMI under 30 

will be rewarded with lower healthcare costs 

starting with an additional $100 in their 

paychecks.  

That's why the information you receive from 

your initial Aging Body Scan and subsequent 

scans will help you to ensure you are steering 

away from financial penalties that Obamacare 

has brought along.  

What Is The 

Aging Body Scan? 

What Does The Scan 

Measure? 

The Aging Body Scan measures a reliable physio-

logical marker of biological age. It tests both the posi-

tive and negative numerical differences be-tween a 

person's biological age and their calendar age (date of 

birth). The higher the number you test for, the faster 

you are aging. Subsequent biological age test ses-

sions will help identify the best "healthy aging nutrition-

al solutions" for your body.  

The Aging Body Scan also calculates your Body Mass 

Index, or BMI, which is very helpful and one of the 

most clinical ways to evaluate your weight in relation-

ship to your height in order to assess body fat content.  

However, we are conducting a 

research project with the 

Aging Body Scan so you can get 

your scan for just $15. This is 

an offer hard to resist! Get 

started today! 


